
The operational Rule Book  is the railworkers' bible. What it says goes. In 1999 Railtrack changed Sections
H and M of the Rule Book - the Guard's safety role was seriously diminished!
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These rules are a nonsense.

They were designed to help train
operating companies get rid of
guards off trains. 

Instead of these unsafe Rules the
RMT put forward our alternative
Rules - designed to help enhance
the guard's safety role.

After a successful campaign,
when guards and drivers voted to
strike to protect our safety,
Railway Safety (the body
responsible for the Rule Book)
and the train operating
companies agreed to accept our
proposals - if they were
supported by an independent risk
assessment.

That independent assessment
agreed with RMT - that the
safety role of the guard must be
enshrined in the Rule Book.

But Railway Safety has so far
refused to honour that
agreement, and once more the
safety role of the guard is under
attack.

It is now clear that unless we get
Railway Safety and our
employers to stand by their word
more attacks on the guard's
safety role will follow, and rail
safety will once more be the

victim. Our jobs will once again
be under threat.

Working with ASLEF the RMT
has been pressing Railway Safety
to honour its agreement.

Now, in an important
breakthrough, one of the train
operating companies has decided
to work with the RMT.

GNER has agreed a joint
submission with us to Railway
Safety and pledged that they will
maintain a full role for the Guard
in operating doors, performing
brake continuity tests and
working with the driver when the
DSD or DVD fails.

The RMT wants all the other
train companies to take a similar
stance - failure to do so will
result in a dispute existing with
them.

Three times the RMT has
balloted traincrew to defend
safety. In 1997, 1999 and 2000
we voted overwhelmingly to
strike in defence of our jobs and
our safety.  A ballot for strike
action may soon be necessary
once again.

If you want to protect your
jobs - and defend railway
safety - then vote for action.

Issue 2 - Spring 2003

Important: If your
employment details have
changed in the last year,
please call the RMT
freephone helpline on 0800
376 3706.

Sign up any colleagues
who are not already in the
RMT- application forms are
available from the Helpline.



British Rail was sold off in 1996,
for a total of £5 billion. The first
casualties were jobs and
conditions, followed closely by
safety. Investigations into the
fatal Hatfield train crash have
revealed that the number of
workers had fallen by over
60,000 from 159,000 in 1992,
even though the number of trains
had increased.

May 1996: Department of
Transport sold Railtrack 

July 1996: Railtrack establishes
a Working Group on THE ROLE
OF THE GUARD with remit to
"make proposals for any
appropriate changes or
rationalisation of the procedures
laid down in the Rule Book (in
particular Section M).

within two months of
privatisation Railtrack

and the TOCs were
plotting to do away

with guards
February 1997: Working Group
reports to Railtrack. Trade unions
were excluded from the Working
Group. The report from the
Working Group admitted: 

"There has been a growing desire
amongst TOCs for a redefinition
of the Role of the Guard: 

To meet present day business
aspirations; to reflect growing
'commercial' duties; to permit
enhancement of the customer
care role now expected both
within the industry and on the
part of its customers; and to
reflect the natural reduction of
the Role of the Guard in the
modern railway." 

March 1997: Railtrack writes to
RMT asking for comments on
this report.

April 1997: RMT agrees to
"reject these proposals as they
will clearly compromise safety
both for our members and for the
travelling public". 

July 1997: RMT launches a
ballot for industrial action.

August 1997: Railtrack writes to
RMT to promise full
consultation.

September, 1997: Southall train
crash, kills 7 people, injures over
150.

January 1999: Meeting between
RMT and Railtrack - RMT
suggests retention of the Rule
which states "The Guard is in
charge of the train". Railtrack
state that they do not believe that
this statement can be
meaningful!

June 1999: Railtrack writes to
RMT clarifying Railtrack's
intention to introduce Rule
changes on 7th August 1999,
which seriously diminish the
Role and Responsibility of the
Guard in Section H of the
Rulebook (Working of Trains)
and from Section M(i)
(Emergency Protection) and
removing the Guard entirely
from Section M(ii) (Protection of
the Train in the event of Failure).

June 1999: RMT writes to TOCs
in light of previous assurances
given in 1997 that if they
accepted changes to the
Rulebook which erode the Role
and Responsibility of the Guard
an industrial dispute will exist.

August 1999: Railtrack defers
the introduction of the new rule
changes on receipt of an
application on behalf of all the
TOCs, for a period of 8 weeks.
RMT decides to suspend the
strike ballot of Guard members.

September 1999: Railtrack
confirms that the Rulebook
changes to Sections H & M will
be introduced in October.

September 1999: RMT re-
instates strike ballot of traincrew
members.

October 1999: Railtrack
introduces changes to the
Rulebook which diminish the
Guard's role and responsibility.

Ladbroke Grove -
Guard carries out train
protection despite the

removal of this
responsibility in the
rule changes three

days before...

October 1999: Ladbroke Grove
train crash kills 31 people
including the Drivers of both
trains. Guard carries out train
protection despite the removal of
this responsibility from the
Rulebook three days earlier.

October 1999: RMT members
vote overwhelmingly for a
national rail strike over safety.
RMT Executive sets strike date.

October 1999: Roderick
Muttram from Railtrack admits
in a letter to the RMT that "if the
new rules had not already been
brought in, they would now have
been suspended."

Rule Changes - A shameful history 
RMT Executive member, Alex Gordon, explains the sorry story of Railtrack and the Train Operating

Companies (TOCs) attempts to undermine the Guard’s safety role.



October 1999: Justice Turner
rules RMT strike illegal.

...Railtrack admits, “if
the new rules had not
already been brought

in, they would now
have been suspended.”
January 2000: RMT re-ballots
its traincrew members for strike
action over safety and the new
Rulebook. 

February 2000: South West
Trains agrees to write to
Railtrack in support of RMT's
campaign for a return to the safer
Rulebook.

February 2000: RMT members
vote overwhelmingly for strike
action in support of RMT's
campaign for Safety and the Role
of the Guard.

February 2000: Railtrack agrees
to amend Rulebook Section M
(Protection) in light of
representations from the union
and train operators.

March 2000: RMT General
Grades Committee accepts these
proposals.

June 2000: RMT Annual
General Meeting carries appeal
against this decision and
overrules the General Grades
Committee.

September 2000: RMT launches
campaign for Safety Role of
Operational Traincrew, for a
charter for all traincrew members
including guards.

June 2001: RMT members vote
once again for strike action in
support of safety.

June 2001: TOCs agree to
support RMT's application to
Railway Safety Ltd (formerly
Railtrack S&SD), for a full risk
assessment on the union's
proposals for Guards' duties to be

restored to the Rulebook.

October 2001: Despite the
independent risk assessment
backing the RMT case Railway
Safety Ltd recommend only
minor changes to the Rulebook.

June 2002: Further discussion
fails to shift Railway Safety Ltd.
The TOCs renege on their
agreement. Only GNER is
prepared to work with the RMT.

December 2002: GNER agrees
joint submission with the RMT.

January 2003: RMT writes to
all other TOCs - Join with GNER
and the RMT or you will be in
dispute. RMT train crew will
have to fight to protect rail
safety!

Railtrack and the TOCs
are only interested in

profit

- only RMT traincrew
can protect our safety!



ASLEF & RMT Joint Statement
the train where required and the driver
has responsibility for protecting the
front.

5 - The guard shall be responsible for

the operation of the opening and closing
of power operated doors.
Existing rolling stock without the
facility for the guard to carry out this
function shall be modified.

6 - Driver and guard to report any

defects he/she becomes aware of to
control.

No Driver Only Operation

7 - Driver and guard to carry out

continuity brake test whenever a train is
attached or detached.

8 - If a malfunction of the Driver Safety

Device or Advanced Warning System
occurs it shall be the duty of the guard
to ride with and assist the driver until
the next stopping pointwhere a second
driver will be allocated to assist. If a
second driver is not so provided the
train will be immediately taken out of
service. In these circumstances the
guard shall continue to assist the driver
whilst the train is being taken out of
service.

Put safety first

9 - In a divided train situation, it shall

be the duty of the guard to signal to the
driver about propelling movements.

1 - ASLEF and RMT ask the Train

Operating Companies to restore guards
to all train operations and to oppose the
extension of Driver Only Operation.

2 - Both the driver and the guard on all

trains have vital safety reponsibilities
requiring their close co-operation. The
operational duties of the guard shall
take precedence over any commercial
duties at all times.

3 - The driver and the guard work

together to decide on the movement of
trains.

A guard on every train

4 - It is accepted that the guard has

responsibility for protecting the rear of

GNER responds to RMT proposals
In a breakthrough agreement GNER
have accepted the RMT arguments for
changes in the Rule Book. 

1 - Protection for failed trains
RMT/GNER joint submission:
“If assistance protection is needed in
rear of failed train, the driver may agree
with the guard that they will carry out
this protection. When agreeing with the
driver who will carry out assistance
protection the guard must consider the
following: The possibility of having to
evacuate the train. The need to stay with
the passengers to look after their safety
and welfare.”

2 - Emergency protection in the
event of a train accident
RMT/GNER joint submission:
“The guard must: first check if any

other lines are obstructed (if in doubt,
treat them as obstructed). Place a track-
circuit operating clip on any that are
obstructed.You must then try to contact
the driver. You must agree with the
driver whether you: help with carrying
out emergency protection of the train, or
control the evacuation of the train, or
stay with the train to look after the
passengers. You must carry out
emergency protection if you cannot
contact the driver immediately or find
that the driver is unavailable.”

3 - Full detonator protection
RMT/GNER joint submission:
“The guard must place 1 detonator at ¼
mile, 1 at ½ mile and on any other
obstructed line 2km (or 1¼ miles) from
any obstruction.”

4 - Opening and closing doors
RMT/GNER agreement:
“The guard shall be responsible for the
operation of the opening and closing of
power operated doors. All GNER
power-operated door stock is currently
configured for the Guard to release and
close the doors. All future stock will be
similarly configured.”
5 - Brake continuity test
RMT/GNER agreement:
“This task will only be carried out by
staff competent in the duties of a Guard
and a Shunter.”
6 - Failure of DVD/DSD
RMT/GNER agreement:
“Only staff competent in the duties of a
Driver and a Guard to accompany the
Driver of a train in this event.”

RMT National Conference of Traincrew
and Shunting Grades

Manchester - 10-12 April

This bulletin has been produced by the RMT’s National
Conference of Traincrew and Shunting Grades, as part of our
campaign to protect the jobs and conditions of all rail workers.
Our Conference meets once a year and is open for all RMT
guards, drivers and shunters to come to discuss our grades’
future.

What do you think - have your say
This year our conference will be held in Manchester on 10th, 11th
and 12th April. If you want to come along contact your Branch
Secretary for details. For more information get in touch with the
Conference Secretary, Greg Tucker on 0771 339 9797.

Have you supported the
National Dispute Fund?
RMT members all over the
country are fighting to defend
hard won rates of pay and
conditions. No more so than our
guard colleagues at Arriva.
The RMT has set up a National
Dispute Fund to help assist in
these battles. 
Unity is strength - play your part
by making a donation. The next
industrial action may involve
you or your Branch.
Details of the Fund are in the
RMT News.
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